WISDOM OF SHIBUSAWA EIICHI (I)

Shibusawa in the Spotlight
Shibusawa Eiichi (1840–1931) is once again garnering attention these days. What sort of person was
Shibusawa? Why is he in the spotlight? In this article, which updates that which first appeared in the
September, 2011 issue of the Japan Journal, Shibusawa Memorial Museum Director Inoue Jun looks at the
return to public prominence of the creator of modernization in Japan.
continue. In
t r uth, interest
i n Sh ibu s awa
Eiichi has risen
when things are
not going well
i n t h e wo r l d ;
this has mostly
be en t he case
si nce t he collapse of Japan’s
economic bubble around 1990.
Yet the appraisal of his accomplishments and
degree of intere st i n h i m i n
r e cent yea rs
seems to be on
a somewhat
different scale.
Seeing that interest in Shibusawa
Eiichi has continued to rise, the
degree of difficulty the world
is facing must
also be heightening, with no
limit in sight.
Front cover of Shibusawa Eiichi’s The Analects of
Confucius and the Abacus (1955 edition).
Under these
(First edition published in 1916.)
circumstances
many Japanese
his year marks the 180th have shown a tendency to return to
anniversary of Shibusawa the classics. Many businesspeople are
Eiichi’s birth, and next year aga i n st udy i ng t h e A n a l e c t s of
marks the 90th anniversary Confucius, one of the great Chinese
of his death. Shibusawa is indeed a classics, as well as philosophy and
historic figure. This icon from the past methods of business administration
has been in focus in recent years and of entrepreneurs during the Meiji peinterest in him never seems to wane.
riod (1868–1912). Shibusawa’s The
The world has undergone a seri- A n a l e c t s of C o n f u c i u s a n d t h e
ous economic slump since the col- Abacus gives an easy-to-understand
lapse of Lehman Brothers, and the introduction on how to live producprevailing uncertainty is expected to tively, based on teachings contained
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in the Analects.
As indicated by the strong sales
of the contemporary version of The
A n a l e c t s of C o n f u c i u s a n d t h e
Abacus, there is enthusiastic demand
a nd at tent ion for k nowle dge on
Sh ib u s awa’s a c h ieve m e n t s a n d
thoughts. This is also felt strongly
from the publication of many critical
biographies and related books on
Shibusawa, and an increase in reports
on our Museum by newspapers, magazines and TV. I believe this indicates
that Shibusawa’s achievements and
thoughts provide us with many suggestions that remain valid even in
contemporary society, and are not
remnants of the past.
Shibusawa has been subjected to
extensive evaluation through objective
analyses, not just as a businessman but
also as an organizer who sought to
build all aspects of the nation. In this
light, a deeper level of information is
now being presented. Also to note is
that Shibusawa-related books are
being published in English, French,
Chinese and other languages, and the
Shibusawa Eiichi Research Center
was established in China (in 2006 at
Huazhong Nor mal Un iversity in
Wuhan). This deeper and broader research on Shibusawa seems to have
brought about new and understandable
evaluations of him.
The series starting with this issue
will probe into what sort of a person
Shibusawa Eiichi was, and why he is
in the spotlight these days.
Significance of Shibusawa
in Our Times

T here a re numerous reasons for
Shibusawa garnering so much attention. Here is a brief summary of them.
Shibusawa emphasized the need
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Shibusawa Eiichi visits
the Tokyo Yoiku-in
(Tokyo Poorhouse) in
Itabashi, Tokyo. The
Yoiku-in was dedicated to helping the
sick and needy.

days. Both in Japan
and abroad, there are
h o p e s fo r p e o ple
with solid visions
of the future.
Shibusawa Eiichi is
often thought of as
such a person.
Shibusawa may
also be a role model
for the aging society.
His longevity, living
ninety-one years, is
notable, but not only
did he live a long
life, he was able to
take care of himself
until he passed away,
he maintained a policy of living with
a sense of fun, and he continued to
work hard for the good of society as
his mission until his very last days.
These aspects of his life seem to have
garnered attention.
Finally, Shibusawa focused on the
significance of the economy in an age
where politicians took the initiative,
he targeted eradicating the tendency
to respect the bureaucrats and look
down on the citizenry, and maintained
the belief that Japan could develop
and contribute to international society
if it placed priority on public benefit
and pursued private-sector activities

Shibusawa Eiichi: A Brief Biography
Shibusawa Eiichi was born in 1840 in Chiaraijima Village (currently Fukaya
City), Saitama Prefecture. Shibusawa became the superintendent of the First
National Bank (Dai-ichi Kokuritsu Ginko, Later First Bank) in 1873. From then
on he founded and fostered approximately 500 corporations, most of them
in banking, establishing the foundations of a modern Japanese economy.
Shibusawa was untiring in his contributions not only to private sector diplomacy but to social and public welfare as well. It is said that he affiliated himself with nearly 600 projects throughout his lifetime. On November 11,
1931, Shibusawa’s life of ninety-one years came to a close.
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to harmonize virtue and economy,
thoroughly spread the concept of corporate ethics and activated industry.
Many recent incidents have owed to a
lack of sense of virtue and ethics, and
notions about Shibusawa have emphasized production and profit making
backed by virtue.
The Confucian spirit is also being
reappraised. Shibusawa tried to bring
Western cultures into Japan in efforts
to make Japan intermingle with international society, yet he never forgot
the Confucian spirit. Modernization
and subsequent economic development began in East Asia around the
mid-nineteenth century. Thereafter,
the region experienced turmoil on numerous occasions through, for instance, wars and social change. Now
after 150 years, East Asia’s period of
comprehensive and full-fledged development seems to have arrived. In view
of international relations at the present
and in the future as well, the presence
of Asia-Pacific nations, especially
those of East Asia, has grown steadily.
Against this backdrop many countries
seem interested in the Confucian spirit
and the traditions of the Orient.
Shibusawa was a forerunner in
corporate social contribution. Many
companies now actively engage in
such activities, but some promote their
companies in the process, making
their efforts appear more like company advertisements. This seems inappropriate. Shibusawa’s belief that
business administration is also a part
of social service, and that profits
gained by companies should be put toward society, should be reexamined.
Leadership is in demand these

not merely for supplementing the government. There is also thought to be
demand in our future for joint pursuit
of activities aiming to realize new
public benefit by the government and
private sector, as was illustrated in
Shibusawa’s thoughts and deeds.
Another of Shibusawa’s ideas coming into focus is that prosperity is attained only when regions and localities
are also prospering in addition to the
Tokyo area, since this could promote
revitalization in various regions of
modern-day Japan. His idea seems to
emphasize the need for each region to
formulate optimal measures for its land
by referring to ideas presented by the
central government instead of accepting them as is, along with the need to
develop human resources necessary for
implementing the measures.
Note: This article updates that which
first appeared in the September, 2011
issue of the Japan Journal.
INOUE Jun is an executive director with the
Shibusawa Eiichi Memorial Foundation and
director of the Shibusawa Memorial Museum.
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